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LSST components

Wide-Fast-Deep (WFD, main survey)
Default strategy: “baseline universal cadence” 
ugrizy filter set 
-65˚≤ ! ≤+5˚  
30 sec / visit (split) 
2 visits per night (within ~ an hour) 
~ 85 % of time 
~ uniform cadence over 10 years 
subject to change

(minion_1016)

The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope 25

Figure 18. The distribution of the r band visits on the sky
for a simulated realization of the baseline cadence. The sky
is shown in the equal-area Mollweide projection in equato-
rial coordinates (the vernal equinoctial point is in the center,
and the right ascension is increasing from right to left). The
number of visits for a 10-year survey, normalized to the SRD
design value of 184, is color-coded according to the legend.
The three regions with smaller number of visits than the
main survey (“mini-surveys”) are the Galactic plane (arc on
the right), the region around the South Celestial Pole (bot-
tom), and the so-called “northern Ecliptic region” (upper
left; added in order to increase completeness for moving ob-
jects). Deep drilling fields, with a much higher number of
visits than the main survey, are also visible as small circles.
The fields were dithered on sub-field scales and pixels with
angular resolution of ⇠30 arcmin were used to evaluate and
display the coverage.

Belt Objects (KBOs) and naturally incorporates the
southern half of the ecliptic within its 18,000 square de-
grees, with a declination cut of about � = +2�. Ad-
ditional coverage of a crescent within 10 degrees of the
Northern ecliptic plane would sample the full azimuthal
distribution of KBOs, crucial for understanding the dif-
ferent dynamical families in which they fall. Thus, we
plan to extend the universal cadence to this region using
the r and i filters only, along with more relaxed limits
on airmass and seeing. Relaxed limits on airmass and
seeing are also adopted for ⇠700 deg2 around the South
Celestial Pole, allowing coverage of the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds (Fig. 18).

Finally, the universal cadence proposal excludes ob-
servations at low Galactic latitudes, where the high stel-
lar density leads to a confusion limit at much brighter
magnitudes than those attained in the rest of the sur-
vey. Within this region, the Galactic plane proposal
provides 30 observations in each of the six filters, dis-
tributed roughly logarithmically in time (it may not be
necessary to use the u and g filters for this heavily ex-
tincted region).

The resulting sky coverage for the LSST baseline ca-
dence (known internally as minion 1016), based on de-
tailed operations simulations, is shown for the r band
in Fig. 18. The anticipated total number of visits for a
ten-year LSST survey is about 2.45 million (⇠4.9 million
15-second long exposures, summing over the six filters).
The per-band allocation of these visits is shown in Ta-
ble 1.

The baseline universal cadence is by no means the
definitive plan for the entire survey. Rather, it repre-
sents a proof of concept that it is indeed possible to
design a observing strategy which addresses a wide vari-
ety of science goals in a nearly optimal way. With input
and engagement of the community, we are undertak-
ing a vigorous and systematic research e↵ort to explore
the enormously large parameter space of possible sur-
veys (see LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2017). The
scientific commissioning period will be used to test the
usefulness of various observing modes and to explore al-
ternative strategies.

3.1.2. Mini-surveys and Deep Drilling Fields

Although the uniform treatment of the sky provided
by the universal cadence proposal can satisfy the ma-
jority of LSST scientific goals, roughly 10% of the time
will be allocated to other strategies that significantly
enhance the scientific return. These surveys aim to ex-
tend the parameter space accessible to the main survey
by going deeper or by employing di↵erent time/filter
sampling. We have already discussed three examples
of such mini-surveys: the Northern Ecliptic Spur to im-
prove completeness of the asteroid and KBO population,
the Southern Celestial Cap to extend the survey foot-
print to the South Pole (thus providing coverage of the
Magellanic Clouds), and the Galactic Plane survey to
include low Galactic latitude fields.

As an additional example of a mini-survey, consider a
program that uses one hour of observing time per night
to observe a single pointing (9.6 deg2) to substantially
greater depth in individual visits. Accounting for read-
out time and filter changes, it could obtain about 50
consecutive 15-second exposures in each of four filters
in an hour. If a field is visited every two days over
four months, about 600 deg2 can be observed with this
cadence over 10 years. Taking weather into account,
the selected fields would each have on average about 40
hour-long sequences of 200 exposures each. Each 15-
second exposure in a sequence would have an equivalent
5� depth of r ⇠ 24, and each filter subsequence when
coadded would be 2 magnitudes deeper than the main
survey visits (r ⇠ 26.5). When all 40 sequences and the

credit: LSST living paper
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2.3 The Baseline Observing Strategy

Figure 2.7: The median intra-night gap (or revisit time) is shown in Aito↵ projection for all proposals and all filters
for the Baseline Cadence minion 1016. On average, when a field is observed multiple times in a night there is a
25 minute gap between the observations.

Figure 2.8: The median inter-night gap (or revisit time) is shown in Aito↵ projection for all proposals and all filters
for the Baseline Cadence minion 1016. On average, fields in the main survey get revisited about every 3 days.

brightness. Metrics for transient objects are discussed in Chapter 6, and the supernova section
(9.5) of Chapter 9. Intra-night revisit time distribution is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
The analysis of asteroid completeness is discussed in Section 3.2.

Special Proposals

Regarding the special proposals, here we only provide the basic performance parameters. With the
exception of the Deep Drilling proposal, these proposals are essentially strawman placeholders. The
North Ecliptic Spur proposal (6.4% of the observing time) obtained 300 visits per field, summed
over griz bands. These fields are placed along the northern part of the Ecliptic. The Galactic
Plane proposal (1.7%) obtained 30 visits per band in all six bands, across the region extending in
Galactic latitude 10 degrees from the Galactic center, with the boundary approaching the Galactic
equator linearly with longitude, and the zone ending at l = 90 deg. and at l = 270 deg. The South
Celestial Pole proposal (2.1%) obtained 30 visits per band in all six bands, for fields centers with
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Wide-Fast-Deep (WFD, main survey)



LSST components

Default strategy: 3 minisurveys + Deep Drilling Fields 
North Ecliptic Spur minisurvey 

crescent of the North ecliptic plane, griz filters, relaxed airmass constraint 

Galactic Plane minisurvey 
~ 30 visits per filter, without ugrizy or rizy filters 

South Celestial Pole (SCP) minisurvey 
!<60˚, ugrizy filter, no visit pairs, fewer visits 

Deep Drilling Fields 
single pointings, large number of visits 
4 DDFs allocated 
more to be defined 

credit: LSST strategies white paper

Complementary surveys

The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope 25

Figure 18. The distribution of the r band visits on the sky
for a simulated realization of the baseline cadence. The sky
is shown in the equal-area Mollweide projection in equato-
rial coordinates (the vernal equinoctial point is in the center,
and the right ascension is increasing from right to left). The
number of visits for a 10-year survey, normalized to the SRD
design value of 184, is color-coded according to the legend.
The three regions with smaller number of visits than the
main survey (“mini-surveys”) are the Galactic plane (arc on
the right), the region around the South Celestial Pole (bot-
tom), and the so-called “northern Ecliptic region” (upper
left; added in order to increase completeness for moving ob-
jects). Deep drilling fields, with a much higher number of
visits than the main survey, are also visible as small circles.
The fields were dithered on sub-field scales and pixels with
angular resolution of ⇠30 arcmin were used to evaluate and
display the coverage.

Belt Objects (KBOs) and naturally incorporates the
southern half of the ecliptic within its 18,000 square de-
grees, with a declination cut of about � = +2�. Ad-
ditional coverage of a crescent within 10 degrees of the
Northern ecliptic plane would sample the full azimuthal
distribution of KBOs, crucial for understanding the dif-
ferent dynamical families in which they fall. Thus, we
plan to extend the universal cadence to this region using
the r and i filters only, along with more relaxed limits
on airmass and seeing. Relaxed limits on airmass and
seeing are also adopted for ⇠700 deg2 around the South
Celestial Pole, allowing coverage of the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds (Fig. 18).

Finally, the universal cadence proposal excludes ob-
servations at low Galactic latitudes, where the high stel-
lar density leads to a confusion limit at much brighter
magnitudes than those attained in the rest of the sur-
vey. Within this region, the Galactic plane proposal
provides 30 observations in each of the six filters, dis-
tributed roughly logarithmically in time (it may not be
necessary to use the u and g filters for this heavily ex-
tincted region).

The resulting sky coverage for the LSST baseline ca-
dence (known internally as minion 1016), based on de-
tailed operations simulations, is shown for the r band
in Fig. 18. The anticipated total number of visits for a
ten-year LSST survey is about 2.45 million (⇠4.9 million
15-second long exposures, summing over the six filters).
The per-band allocation of these visits is shown in Ta-
ble 1.

The baseline universal cadence is by no means the
definitive plan for the entire survey. Rather, it repre-
sents a proof of concept that it is indeed possible to
design a observing strategy which addresses a wide vari-
ety of science goals in a nearly optimal way. With input
and engagement of the community, we are undertak-
ing a vigorous and systematic research e↵ort to explore
the enormously large parameter space of possible sur-
veys (see LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2017). The
scientific commissioning period will be used to test the
usefulness of various observing modes and to explore al-
ternative strategies.

3.1.2. Mini-surveys and Deep Drilling Fields

Although the uniform treatment of the sky provided
by the universal cadence proposal can satisfy the ma-
jority of LSST scientific goals, roughly 10% of the time
will be allocated to other strategies that significantly
enhance the scientific return. These surveys aim to ex-
tend the parameter space accessible to the main survey
by going deeper or by employing di↵erent time/filter
sampling. We have already discussed three examples
of such mini-surveys: the Northern Ecliptic Spur to im-
prove completeness of the asteroid and KBO population,
the Southern Celestial Cap to extend the survey foot-
print to the South Pole (thus providing coverage of the
Magellanic Clouds), and the Galactic Plane survey to
include low Galactic latitude fields.

As an additional example of a mini-survey, consider a
program that uses one hour of observing time per night
to observe a single pointing (9.6 deg2) to substantially
greater depth in individual visits. Accounting for read-
out time and filter changes, it could obtain about 50
consecutive 15-second exposures in each of four filters
in an hour. If a field is visited every two days over
four months, about 600 deg2 can be observed with this
cadence over 10 years. Taking weather into account,
the selected fields would each have on average about 40
hour-long sequences of 200 exposures each. Each 15-
second exposure in a sequence would have an equivalent
5� depth of r ⇠ 24, and each filter subsequence when
coadded would be 2 magnitudes deeper than the main
survey visits (r ⇠ 26.5). When all 40 sequences and the



Deep Drilling Fields

Elais-S1
XMM-LSS
Extended Chandra Deep Field South
COSMOS

All 4 are “blank fields”, i.e., distant extragalactic fields 
They have excellent multi-wavelength coverage 

MORE FIELDS NEEDED.

credit: LSST strategies white paper

4 fields selected by the science council

13LSST2016	•	8/15/2016

The	Four	Selected	DDFs	on	the	Sky

Ultimately	will	want	to	broaden	
RA	distribution	of	extragalactic	
DDFs	for	efficient	observing.

Some	additional	fields	 suggested.

Some	possible	DDFs	(already	selected	in	red)
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The	Four	Selected	DDFs:	Multiwavelength	Coverage

ELAIS-S1
XMM-LSS

New	Spitzer

New	XMM-Newton
ongoing

Extended	
CDF-S

COSMOS

New	Spitzer

New	Spitzer
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credit: Neil Brandt’s presentation
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Deep Drilling Fields



credit: Gaia DR2

Deep Drilling Fields

Ext. Chandra  
Deep Field South

COSMOS 
field

XMM-LSS

ELAIS-S1



credit: Gaia DR2

Deep Drilling Fields

Bulge  
DDF / minisurvey

M67 
old open cluster

LMC 
quad-DDF

SMC + 47 Tuc



alternative LSST

Alternative strategies:
only WFD

area increased by 40% / increase time domain coverage

baseline WFD, short exp. time
-33% exp. time —> +30% visits, -10% total open shutter time

baseline WFD, 2x exp. time 
halves # visits, +15% survey efficiency

WFD extended to Galactic Plane
same cadence as in baseline WFD within its coord. limits 
slightly fewer visits per field, -5% depth 

Rolling cadences
enhanced sampling rate “on some of the sky all of the time and all of the sky 
some of the time” 
could begin with delay (after 2nd year) 
constrain: uniform depth needed during survey, proper motion, etc. 
would be greatly beneficial for short transients, and variable stars

(minion_1012, minion_1013)

Wide-Fast-Deep (WFD, main survey)

(kraken_1052)

(kraken_1053)

(astro_lsst_01_1004)



Data Products

Prompt Products

serving research on transient phenomena

Data Release Products

11 releases planned, 2 in 1st year, then annually 

planned to be science-ready 

will consist of images (raw, reduced, coadded), catalogs (objects & 
sources), reprocessed prompt products, metadata, software

User generated data products (a.k.a. ‘Level 3’) 

output of specialized processing of obs. data (e.g., DDFs) 
additional, custom data products 
end-users can create their data products, store them at the LSST Data 
Facility, and benefit from services provided by the LSST Science Platform 
priorities and requirement needed from the community

LSST Data Management System



Community involvement
“[…] at this writing, there is a vigorous discussion 
of cadence plans in the LSST community, 
exploring variants and alternatives that enhance 
various specific science programs, while 
maintaining the science requirements described 
in the SRD.” 

(LSST ‘living paper’)

“These four fields are only the first chosen for 
deep-drilling observations. The project plans a 
community call for white papers suggesting 
additional deep drilling fields and other 
specialized observing cadences.” 

(LSST ‘living paper’)

Chapter 1: Introduction

Cadence Optimization Calls to Community

2017 Start work on tools to run MAF & Opsim at scale

Rolling cadence experiments; DDF experiments/examples Publish Observing Strategy white paper (OSWP)
Call for DDF white papers (Dec)

2018 Rolling cadence experiments evaluated with OSWP metrics; 
Mini-survey experiments/examples

DDF white papers due (Apr)

DDF WP -> simulated surveys; mini-survey experiments Call for mini-survey (special programs) white papers 
(Oct)

2019 Updated baseline with DDF + rolling cadence (June) Mini-survey white papers due (Feb)
Request for white paper and metrics update (Mar) 

Mini-survey WP -> simulated surveys; White paper with metrics due (Aug)

2020 Finalize MAF and Opsim tools; deliver documentation and a 
series of simulated surveys to SAC; form SSC 

Ask SAC and Survey Strategy Committee to recommend the 
initial observing strategy

2021 Announce initial survey strategy and publish a baseline 
simulation that reproduces that strategy

Figure 1.1: Target timeline for the iterated optimization of the LSST observing strategy through 2021.

Establishment of a Survey Strategy Committee (SSC). Given the delivery of the FoMs,
the project will establish a committee by March 2020 to evaluate competing survey strategy
proposals and to propose a survey strategy for commissioning (early 2021) and operation
(late 2022) of the full LSST camera. This committee will be comprised of project and non-
project personnel, and will include the LSST Project Scientist. The SAC will be asked
to make recommendations for committee membership. The SSC will report to the LSST
Director until the end of LSST construction and commissioning. In January 2021, based on
the recommendation made by the SSC, the project will announce an initial survey strategy
and publish a baseline simulation that reproduces that strategy. If Project resources can be
allocated to the process, then the OpSim team might support the committee by helping to
generate the proposed survey strategies.

It’s important to note that the dates for this timeline are targets. Since the deliverables are
dependent on the availability of project resources, these milestones should be considered as those
we could achieve given our best e↵ort. Likewise, given the limited availability of resources in the
SOCS and Scheduler engineering team, support of community members who wish to use OpSim v4
will be on a best e↵ort basis. OpSim v4 will be delivered as a Docker5 container and its use and
operation will be documented, but there will be no guarantee of support for, or timeliness in

5
https://www.docker.com/what-docker

20

(LSST Observing strategy white paper)



Strategy refinement

• The LSST Project engages the community 
White Paper Calls, Workshops 

• The community gives input 
‣ science cases for DDFs and mini-surveys 
‣ assessment of survey parameter requirements 

(fields, filter set, cadence, obs. conditions) 
‣ definition of single real number evaluation metrics (‘merit functions’) 
‣ strategy evaluation and parameter optimization using OpSim 
‣ development of detailed proposals (‘white papers’) 

• The Project considers input from community through the SAC and makes decisions 
‣ cadence decisions 
‣ DDF and mini-survey definitions 
‣ refinement of survey parameters

Survey optimization with community input  
up to commissioning


